ACTIVITIES

1.
DISCUSSING
THE
ISSUES
2.

stuff.co.nz/environment/climate-news/
112939231/why-you-should-take-action-onclimate-change

discuss some of the things she
suggests you could do. Do you think
the power lies with individuals
to make a difference or should
governments enforce stronger
legislation to protect the environment
and its citizens?

As Mia outlines, the effects of
climate change will have an impact
on all aspects of our day-to-day life.
Brainstorm what aspects of life you
think could be affected by climate
change. Think about your family,
friends, home, and school. You could
draw up a table and record your
ideas. Discuss your reflections with
family or friends.

3.

Choose ONE aspect of your life that

4.

Take the exploration of this aspect
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Mia Sutherland, who was a Year 13
student in 2019 wrote a series of
guest editorials for the Christchurch
Press. In this article entitled, ‘Why
you should take action on climate
change’, she exhorts us to “change
your lifestyle to reduce your negative
impact on the environment because I
want a future I can look forward to.”

Read her editorial as a class and

would be affected and record this
by taking photos or quick sketches
to capture what climate change will
mean for you. You could post these
images on the classroom wall or
school hall, incorporate them into a
poster to use for discussion, or talk to
other classes about issues related to
climate change.
further; think about what you can
change and what action you can take.
Discuss this as a class or with your
family at home. See whether you can
come up with one or two actions you
can take to tackle climate change
now and into the future. These
actions could also be incorporated
into a poster display at school or in
the local library that may influence
others or get them thinking about the
issues.

ROLE PLAY
There are many different issues and
possible solutions associated with
climate change. Now it’s time for you
to delve deeper into some of these.

Roles:
Scientists – You monitor changes in the climate and
greenhouse gas emissions in the air. Your main job is to make
sure everyone knows what climate change is, what causes it,
and why.
Environmentalists – You want to increase awareness
about the issues associated with climate change and think
that behaviour change is the best way to tackle this. You are
interested in renewable energy, such as solar power, and you
want the council to take a lead role in this.
Concerned citizens – You want your town to be a clean, safe
place for your children. You like using your car around town
but understand that change is necessary and that there are
benefits to public transport and being more active by cycling
and walking more often.

Low income representative – You are concerned that
many alternatives to fossil fuels are expensive, for example,
installing solar panels, insulating your house and bus passes.
You believe people on low incomes will be hit the hardest
and will need some kind of assistance to put things like this
in place.

Business person (for example, representative from an
energy company or airline) – You are concerned that the
messages being sent to people are that they should stop all
driving and/or flying. You are aware of the issues relating to
climate change and think that you can find a balance between
reducing greenhouse gases and travelling.

Student – You are concerned that climate change is going
Role-playing is simultaneously interesting and
useful as it emphasizes the ‘real-world’ side of
desicion-making. It challenges players to deal
with complex problems with no single ‘right’
answer, understand different perspectives and to
use a variety of investigation or analytical skills.

to impact your long-term future plans for travel and having a
family, and that not enough is being done by our government.

Elderly person – You are quite happy to use less power and
get the bus around town. You feel warmer winters would be
better for your health. You'd like to compost and recycle but
it's not easy where you live; you feel the council should do
more to help with that type of thing.
Parents with children – You are concerned about the

Activity:

Divide the class into small groups with each group
taking one of the roles outlined.
Each group discusses its position on climate
change, greenhouse gas emissions, behaviour
change, and so on, and maybe does some further
research. One person from each group then takes
part in the class role play.
You will have to decide what the scenario is, for
example, a demonstration, a council meeting, or a
community gathering. The debate topics on the next
page may also help with this activity.

impact that climate change may have on you and your family.
You think it will cost more to get your family around using the
bus (and it will take much more time) and it will be harder to
fly and visit Granny and Grandpa during the school holidays.

Farmer – You are concerned that climate change will have a
dramatic impact on what and how you farm, and have already
adapted some farming practices. You’re also concerned that
more people are choosing to eat less meat and have reduced
their intake of dairy products when both these industries are
so important to New Zealand’s economy.

Elected member(s) [used only if running a mock council meeting]:
You are really interested in what the people attending the
meeting have to say. Your role is not to take a position
but to ask probing questions or to seek clarification of
those presenting ideas. Listen respectfully, take notes, ask
questions and review what you have heard.

CLASS DEBATE

Engaging in formal debating improves your speaking skills.
As a debater, you develop critical thinking skills and learn
how to clearly structure and present an argument.

Activity:

Useful NZ
resource on
setting up a
debate
debating.org.nz/
wp-content/uploads/2006/08/
NZ-Schools-Debating-How-toDebate-Guide.pdf

Choose a topic for a class debate.
Suggestions:
• That electric and hybrid vehicles
are a real solution to climate
change.

• That vegans and vegetarians should
actively pressure their friends to
change their dietary habits.

• That the New Zealand Emissions
Trading Scheme is the best method
we have for reducing carbon
emissions.

• That the world changing what they
eat has great benefits for us as a
country.

• That the real costs of climate
change – economic, social,
environmental, and cultural - have
not been accounted for.

• That climate change is the greatest
threat facing humanity today.
• That alternative energy can
effectively replace fossil fuels.

• That politicians should listen to
the voice of young people when it
comes to developing solutions for
climate change.
• That changing what we produce as
a country will make us all better
off.
• That working together to solve
climate change will bring us closer
together.
• That one person can make a
difference in solving climate issues.

• That international agreements like
the Kyoto Protocol and the Paris
Agreement are our only hope.

• That the best way to combat
climate change is for individuals to
reduce their carbon footprint. OR
That individual behaviour change
should be prioritised over offsetting
greenhouse gas emissions.

• That keeping global temperature
rise at 1.5 degrees or less can be
achieved.

• That Greta Thurnberg could not
have done what she did if she lived
in NZ!

• That putting a price on carbon
emissions will prove an efficient
strategy to curb these emissions.

• That government should instigate
more regulations and penalties to
encourage people to reduce their
greenhouse gas emissions.

• That political leaders have a
responsibility to make a difference.

• That the price charged for any
goods and services that have a
negative impact on the community
must include the hidden costs.

• That environmental ‘taxes’ are
blunt instruments.

• That developing countries should
be exempt from measures to
combat climate change.

• That schools should be
empowering young people to take
action for climate change.

• That there are huge benefits to
New Zealand-Aotearoa from
leading to reduce carbon
emissions.

SPREAD
THE
WORD!

SPREAD
THE
WORD!
Raising awareness of environmental issues is
also a great way to make a difference.
Choose an issue that’s relevant to you and your
community, explore this further, and use key
points to design a poster or a meme. Think of
a catchy slogan and image for this poster or
a meme. It could be put up in the school hall,
staff room, or your local library.
You could also write a short story, poem, or play
about tackling climate change. Include actions
that people can take to make a difference. This
could be shared with junior students at school.
And sign up to show your support and
stay in the climate change conversation at
itstimecanterbury.co.nz/show-your-support

SPREAD
THE
WORD!

SCENARIO
PLANNING
A possible activity for senior
secondary or tertiary students.

Read

the article from the Fast Company magazine
entitled 'This map shows where people on the coasts will
flee to once sea levels rise'
The research suggests that by the end of 21st century sealevel rise in the USA won’t only affect people living on the
coasts – as homes flood in Florida and New Jersey, it may
trigger mass migration inland, potentially making housing
more expensive and jobs harder to find in other areas.
If sea level is to rise along the Canterbury coast by 50cm
by 2070 or 1.0m by 2120 (RCP8.5 - ‘business as usual’
scenario) consider where people may have to move to
within Canterbury.
Working in teams organise yourselves into an advisory
panel of urban planners and engineers and draft up a
paper for your council to consider. In it you will offer
projections as to:
• where people may need to move from and
where they might choose to resettle
• how urban growth in those new areas will
need to be planned for
• how arable land for growing food crops
and animals may be protected.

The reports and resources listed below will provide you
with more background information to help you in you
plan for the future.
Two reports released in 2019 by NIWA and the Deep
South National Science Challenge revealed data about
how many New Zealanders, how many buildings and how
much infrastructure could be affected by extreme river
and coastal flooding from storms and sea-level rise.
Visit deepsouthchallenge.co.nz to view the reports.
The article Climate of Unrest suggests that the
engineering profession will play a central role in
preparing New Zealand for this potential future, shoring
up defences against flooding and coastal erosion,
adapting cities and infrastructure, and rethinking
design. They also know collaborating with other
disciplines – planners, ecologists, urban designers etc is vital for adaptable design.
Environment Canterbury has just concluded a 10-year
work programme to bolster the flood defences of
greater Christchurch and surrounds. The Waimakariri
Flood Protection Project involved the upgrade of
35km of primary stopbank and the construction of
a 25km secondary stopbank, increasing the design
flood capacity to 5,500 cumecs and 6,500 cumecs
respectively.
Fast Company: fastcompany.com/90455314/this-mapshows-where-people-on-the-coasts-will-flee-to-oncesea-levels-rise
Climate of Unrest: engineeringnz.org/
news-insights/climate-unrest
stuff.co.nz/environment/climate-news/
115192761/river-flooding-in-canterbury-potentiallymost-damaging-in-nz#comments
Waimakariri District Council hazard map
waimakariri.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/
index.html?id=a1508164fb474825bd34c34eebfadc46
apps.canterburymaps.govt.nz/
KaikouraNaturalHazards
Canterbury maps will be a useful resource for this
activity and possible Greater Chch UDS
greaterchristchurch.org.nz
Flood risk under climate change:
deepsouthchallenge.co.nz/news-updates/new-reportshighlight-flood-risk-under-climate-change

This scenario activity could be adapted to meet
the assessment criteria for AS91734 Education
for Sustainability 2.5: Develop a collaborative
response that promotes a sustainable future, in
relation to a current issue.

RUNNING A SCHOOL AUDIT:

CARBON FOOTPRINT
OF YOUR SCHOOL
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
• To gain an understanding of what a carbon footprint is
• To quantify the school’s carbon footprint.
• To identify what can be done to reduce the school’s
carbon footprint.
• To learn how carbon is emitted and calculated.
• To design and conduct an action project related to
carbon emissions.
A Carbon Footprint describes how much carbon dioxide
a person (or entity such as a school) releases over
time. Assessing your school’s carbon footprint is a
way to measure the impact your school’s activities and
behaviours have on the environment. The more energy,
paper, and other supplies your school uses, the bigger
your school’s footprint or impact.
What is a carbon calculator? A carbon calculator
measures the amount of carbon dioxide, CO2, we
contribute to greenhouse gas emissions. The carbon
calculator is used to assess climate change because
it is a heat-trapping gas that stays in the atmosphere
anywhere from decades to thousands of years, and
over time increases global temperatures. When we
understand how our actions affect the environment
we can take steps to make better decisions and better
choices.

If you would like your class to record the carbon
footprint of your school the two options below may
prove useful.
• Visit carbon measurement and offsetting
specialists Ekos ekos.org.nz/school-calculator
and register your school to begin the process of
mapping your footprint
• Toitu Envirocare has free tools and resources
useful for individuals and households wishing to
reduce their emissions toitu.co.nz You will need to
register and have necessary information, such as
electricity bills, on hand.

Check out what Palmerston North’s Ross
Intermediate did to measure their school’s
carbon footprint. They worked with Ekos to
go carbon neutral in 2019 and helped develop
the carbon calculator specially for schools.
stuff.co.nz/manawatu-standard/news/
117945697/pupils-do-the-sums-on-emissionswith-new-carbon-calculator

LINKS TO USEFUL
RESOURCES
Christchurch City Council’s Learning Through Action team
offers an engaging programme in which students will investigate how
we can respond to climate change.
ccc.govt.nz/the-council/learning-resources/learning-through-action/list-ofprogrammes/climate-change-kaitiakitanga

NIWA was tasked with preparing a report for Environment Canterbury. The full
technical report can be downloaded from this page:
ecan.govt.nz/your-region/your-environment/climate-change/
climate-change-in-canterbury/climate-change-projections-for-canterbury

NIWA’s ‘Stuff for students’ on climate change:
niwa.co.nz/education-and-training/schools/students/climate-change

Ministry for Environment: Likely impacts in your region
mfe.govt.nz/climate-change/likely-impacts-of-climate-change/
how-could-climate-change-affect-my-region/canterbury

Agriculture emissions and climate change, Ministry for the Environment
mfe.govt.nz/climate-change/climate-change-guidance/
agriculture-emissions-and-climate-change

Gen Less; EECA’s platform to inspire New Zealand businesses and
consumers to live a climate-friendly lifestyle:
genless.govt.nz

United Nations Sustainable Development Goals: Climate Action
un.org/sustainabledevelopment/climate-action

Youth Engagement and
Education services

Environment Canterbury:
what we do

We offer a range of facilitated school
programmes and educational resources
on natural resources and their sustainable
management. Environment Canterbury also
produces general information and resource
material, such as pamphlets, brochures
and booklets, many of which are free. If you
would like to join our education mailing
list and receive our quarterly Pīwakawaka
newsletter email education@ecan.govt.nz
or contact Customer Services on
0800 324 636.

Environment Canterbury is your regional
council. We manage a number of activities
under six portfolios for the Canterbury region.
• Air quality
• Biodiversity and Biosecurity
• Freshwater Management
• Climate Change, Hazards, Risk and
Resilience
• Transport and Urban Development
• Regional Leadership

Environment Canterbury Offices
200 Tuam st, Christchurch 8011
PO Box 345, Christchurch 8140
Phone: 03 365 3828

96 West End, Level 2,
Kaikōura 7300
Phone: 03 319 5781

75 Church St
Timaru 7910
Phone: 03 687 7800
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